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Press Release

WINAICO presents two product innovations at the Intersolar
New module from the WSP range and flat roof system WINAICO Simplest
Creglingen, 23.05.2011 – WINAICO Deutschland GmbH, subsidiary company of
the Taiwanese module manufacturer Win Win Precision Technology Co., Ltd.,
is simultaneously presenting two product innovations at the Intersolar in
Munich.

The company has expanded the WSP range to include a 260W module.
Through the use of the 3‐bus‐bar technology the monocrystalline module
WSP‐260M6 is able to attain a high output of 260W. Each equipped with 60
ultra‐efficient monocrystalline 156 x 156 mm solar cells, the modules attain
superb energy yields due to the use of high quality semiconductor silicon.
WINAICO provides a product guarantee on all modules from the WSP range of
10 years, as well as a performance guarantee of 25 years. Two years of
insurance protection is also included with the purchase of the WINAICO
modules. It is possible to extend this to a total of ten years under economical
conditions.
Additionally, WINAICO is also presenting the innovative flat roof system
WINAICO Simplest for the first time. The system, produced in aluminium, is
ideal for flat roofs with minimal load‐bearing capacities or large span widths.
Just one tool is required for the complete system installation. This enables
extremely simple and rapid installation. With cut‐outs such as skylights or
ventilation grills it is possible to individually tailored the subframe. Simplest is
suitable for roofs with angles of up to 4 degrees. With severe angles the
installation of an anti‐slip device is required. Up to wind load zone 3 inland
and a building height of 25 metres no increased loading is required.
The system is available in combination with the high performance modules
from the WSP range. With row spacing of 40cm the WSP‐230P6 modules
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achieve a loading of 15kg/m2 and with a 10° elevation outputs of 100 W/m2.
This means up to 44% greater output per square metre than a south‐facing PV
system elevated 15°. The system comes with a 5‐year product guarantee.
The WINAICO stand at the Intersolar is located in hall A4, stand 270.

WINAICO Deutschland GmbH ‐ manufacturer and system supplier
As a system house for renewable energies, focusing on photovoltaic
technology, WINAICO Deutschland GmbH has specialised in solar energy: a
subsidiary of manufacturer Win Win Precision Technology Co., Ltd., with
headquarters in Taiwan, WINAICO is building on the comprehensive expertise
of its parent company in the exacting semiconductor industry. The main
products of the company, based in the German town of Creglingen (Main‐
Tauber District), are crystalline high‐performance photovoltaic modules and
innovative LED lighting technology as well as premium‐quality thin‐film
modules, sold exclusively to European installation companies. Installers
benefit both from the above‐average product quality of the products,
manufactured in Taiwan to the highest quality standards, and from the
comprehensive advice, planning and service provision of WINAICO
Deutschland GmbH. Ample stocks in Germany ensure the rapid availability of
WINAICO products throughout Europe.
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